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Introduction let (M,C) bo a differential spaoe [7] . By 3C(M) we denote the C-module of derivations in C. Let be a C-module of aj^ skew-symmetric C-k-linear mappings of the form The main aim of this paper is to define the "exterior algebra" free of such defeots. we denote the sheaf U^for Ue-tg. Let now C be the sheaf of all smooth functions on a differential space (1I,C) [4] .
Evidently for each k^1 is a subsheaf of C-modules of the sheaf oft k of t -modules. Let Jl © ;ft k and © m k k>0 k>0 be direct sums of the correspondent sheaves. The both sheaves Ji and Hfl are evidently the sheaves of graded algebras. Prom Lemma 2.1 it follows that TO is a subsheaf of homogeneous ideals in the sheaf of graded algebras. Evidently the sheaf ¿ft is ^ k a direct sum of quotient sheaves Jl associated with the quotient preaheaves If i, e A (U) then for each point peU by ^ we will denote below a germ of ^ at the point p [j]. In the set cft(U) of the cross-eeotions of the sheaf <Ji over T J e one can define in the natural way the operations of addition and exterior A multiplication. Moreover for any Uetc a direct sum Jl(U) = = © eft (U) is a graded algebra over R.
k^O Now we will prove Theorem 3.|. Let (M,C) be a differential space.
In the graded algebra <A(M) there exists exactly one operator Moreover in this case the sheaf Ji is isomorphic to the sheaf Ui-^fi (U) j U etc.
In this oase of course the o.perator d introduced above we may identify with the operator Let now ft (M,C)-^(K,D) be a smooth mapping between differential spaces and p be an arbitrary point of M. For The framework of oomputation introduced above in the sheaf gives us the possibility of proving some singular version of Stokes* formula for differential spaces [5] .
By a smooth singular k-simplex on a differential space (M,C) we mean the smooth mapping 6: (A k , C°°(R k+1 )f^k) -^ (M,C)
where A^ is the standart k-simplex in R k+1 . Let C k (M,C) denote the group of singular k-chains on (M,C) i.e. the free group generated by the set S k (M,C) of all smooth singular k-simplexes. If tf is a smooth singular (k+1)-simplex on (M,C) then by the k-boundary of 6 we mean the singular k-chain S^eC^iMjC) defined by the formula 
